Arts & Sciences
Standing Committees Elected Positions

A&S Representatives to the Academic Assembly
NEWLY ELECTED:
Trung Pham, SJ (16FQ-19SQ), Art and Art History, T/TT
Tracey Pepper (16FQ-19SQ), History, NTT
Charles Tung (16FQ-19SQ), English, T/TT
Returning A&S representatives:
Erik Olsen (15FQ–18SQ) Political Science, T/TT
Kate Koppelman (14FQ–17SQ) English, T/TT

Budget Advisory Committee
NEWLY ELECTED:
Jacquelyn Miller (16FQ-19SQ), History, T/TT
Returning members of the committee:
Josef Venker, SJ (13FQ-17SQ) Art & Art History, T/TT

College Events Committee
NEWLY ELECTED:
Dave Madsen (16FQ-18SQ), History, T/TT
Reine Mages (16FQ-18SQ), International Studies, Staff
Tara Roth (16FQ-18SQ), English, NTT

Curriculum Committee
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
NEWLY ELECTED:
Caitlin Carlson (16FQ-19SQ), Communication, T/TT
Rick Malleus (16FQ-17SQ), Communication, T/TT
Jonathan Pierce (16FQ-19SQ), Institute of Public Service, T/TT
Returning members:
Matt Rellihan (15FQ-17SQ) Criminal Justice, T/TT
Dean will appoint a member to serve as chair.

Graduate Curriculum Committee
Returning members:  Larry Hubbell, Chair (15FQ-18SQ) Institute of Public Service, T/TT  Elaine Gunnison (15FQ-18SQ) Criminal Justice, T/TT  Kevin Maifeld (15FQ-18SQ) Performing Arts and Arts Leadership, NTT
UCOR Curriculum Committee

**NEWLY ELECTED:**
Rob Aguirre (16FQ-19SQ), English, T/TT

**Returning Members:** Molly Clark Hillard (15FQ-18SQ) English, T/TT
Tracey Pepper (15FQ-18SQ) History, NTT

Faculty-Staff Senate

**NEWLY ELECTED:**
* Paulette Kidder (16FQ-19SQ), Philosophy, T/TT
Elise Murowchick (16FQ-19SQ), Psychology, NTT
Naomi Rosenberg (16FQ-19SQ), Anthropology, Sociology and Social Work, Staff

**Returning Members:**
Christina Roberts (15FQ-18SQ) English/Women Studies, T/TT
Rachel Luft (15FQ-17SQ) Anthropology, Sociology and Social Work, T/TT
Peter Collins (15FQ-17SQ) Criminal Justice, T/TT
Chris Paul (15FQ-18SQ) Communication, T/TT
Hannah Tracy (15FQ-18SQ) English, NTT
Allister O’Brien (15FQ-18SQ) Criminal Justice, NTT
Kimberly Gawlik (15FQ-17SQ) Institute of Public Service, Staff
Heather Reis Fike (15FQ-18SQ) Dean’s Office, Staff

Global Affairs Committee

**NEWLY ELECTED:**
Felipe Murtinho (16FQ-19SQ), International Studies and Institute of Public Service, T/TT
Nova Robinson (16FQ-19SQ), International Studies, T/TT

**Returning member:**
Saheed Adejumobi (15FQ-18SQ) Global African Studies, T/TT

Grievance Committee

**NEWLY ELECTED:**
Ted Fortier (16FQ-19SQ), Anthropology Sociology and Social Work, T/TT
Julie Harms Cannon (16FQ-19SQ), Anthro, Sociology and Social Work, NTT

**Returning Members:**
David Madsen (14FQ-17SQ) History, T/TT
College Rank and Tenure Committee

NEWLY ELECTED:
Ted Fortier (16FQ-19SQ), Anthropology Sociology and Social Work, T/TT
Susan Meyers (16FQ-19SQ), English, T/TT

Returning members:
David Leigh, SJ, Chair (15FQ-18SQ) English, T
Paul Kidder (15FQ-18SQ), Philosophy, T
Tanya Hayes (15FQ-18SQ), Institute of Public Service and Environmental Studies, T

Senior Instructor Promotion Committee

NEWLY ELECTED:
Jen Schulz (16FQ-19SQ), English and Psychology, NTT

Returning members:
Bill Kangas (14FQ-17SQ) History, NTT Dean’s Appointment: TBA

Space Committee

NEWLY ELECTED:
Mark Cohan (16FQ-19SQ), Anthropology Sociology and Social Work, T/TT

Returning Members:
George Koszulinski (15FQ-18SQ) Film Studies, T/TT
Elise Murowchick (15FQ-18SQ) Psychology, NTT
Henry Kamerling (15FQ-18SQ) History, NTT
Laura Hauck-Vixie (15FQ-18SQ) Advising Center, Staff
Naomi Rosenberg (15FQ-18SQ) Anthropology, Sociology & Social Work, Staff

*Asterisk indicates that the elected member is no longer able to serve. A new call for nominations and abbreviated election is forthcoming.*